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Agenda

Welcome and Introductions

Pinpointing Outcomes and Performance Targets for Measurement
Presented by Dr. Raymond S. Kirk. 

Finding Resources for Selecting Appropriate Measurement Tools
Presented by Casandra Firman

Check in : ARCH and Learning Collaborative Participants’ Updates 
Where we are in performance measurement activities. 
What you’re doing, successes and challenges. Share and brainstorm 
with others.

Topics for Future Meetings



Who’s Here?

Use the chat box to say hello with your 
name and state.



Pinpointing Outcomes 
and Performance Targets 
for Measurement

RAY KIRK

SEPTEMBER 30, 2021



Final report from the Expert Panel on Respite Research



Performance metrics for respite programs



Six “key” recommendations from the Expert Panel





Good reasons for performance measurement



Know success when you see it



Define success in measurable terms



Where do you start?   (research/evaluation perspective)



Identifying measures for indicators of outcomes



Measure “close;”  proximal becomes distal



Measures: Standardized, dynamic



Identifying research/evaluation topics; making a 
contribution to evidence



Program design

"All organizations [and systems] are 
designed, intentionally or unwittingly, 
to achieve precisely the results that 
they get.“

R. Spencer Darling
Business Expert



Logic models  (Ray’s rant about logic models)

 Use them! Please! Develop one for your program!  They are SO 
helpful for defining success; achieving clarity on outcomes you 
want to achieve; relating your activities to performance 
measures, and performance measures to outcomes; deciding 
what measures will be required; informing data collection 
strategies; providing a tangible record of your program model.  
Yeah, they’re kind of a pain if you’ve not developed one before, 
and they take some time to populate, but the returns are 
bountiful.  Really. For the love of God, construct a logic model!  

(Rant is over; you can thank me later…)



Some axioms for performance measurement

 Measuring performance indicators can be time consuming 
and requires resources, so:
 Measure what is important
 Measure what you can change
 Measure “close” (i.e. proximal, it becomes distal over time)
 Measure indicators that relate to your chosen outcomes



Other measurement considerations
 Desirable features of performance measures:

 Standardization is nice

 Dynamic is nice (e.g., pre/post, sliding scale scores, a la Likert)

 Keep it simple (without making it dumb…)

 Caveats:
 Beware the counterfactual

 Avoid measuring rarely occurring events

 Select measures (and strategies) designed to detect change, if/when it occurs



Okay.  Time for Q & A

Insert your term here…



Measuring Systems Change and 
Consumer Outcomes
Recommendations for Developing 
Performance Metrics for State 
Lifespan Respite Programs

https://archrespite.org/images/docs/2014_Guidebooks/PerformanceMeasurmentGuide_web.pdf


https://friendsnrc.org/evaluation/


Open Discussion

• Discussion: Learning Collaborative participants’ 
updates/challenges/successes regarding evaluation activities. 

• Identify topics for next meeting.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leanne Winchester To talk about Measuring Collaboration (Infrastructure) 
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